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Abstract
Applying a permuted diagonal similarity transform DPAP TD−1 to a matrix A before
calculating its eigenvalues can improve the speed and accuracy with which the eigenvalues are
computed. This is often called balancing. This paper describes several balancing algorithms
for sparse matrices and compares them against each other and the traditional dense algorithm.
We first discuss our sparse implementation of the dense algorithm; our code is faster than the
dense algorithm when the density of the matrix is no more than approximately .5, and is much
faster for large, sparse matrices. We next describe a set of randomized balancing algorithms for
matrices that are not given explicitly, i.e. given a vector x, we can compute only Ax and perhaps
ATx. We motivate these Krylov-based algorithms using Perron–Frobenius theory. Results are
given comparing the Krylov-based algorithms to each other and to the sparse and dense direct
balancing algorithms, looking at norm reduction, running times, and the accuracy of eigen-
values computed after a matrix is balanced. We conclude that sparse balancing algorithms are
efficient preconditioners for eigensolvers. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Numerical algorithms that compute the eigenvalues of a non-symmetric matrix
A typically have backward errors of the magnitude of "kAk, where " is the ma-
chine precision. Prior to computing the eigenvalues, applying a simple and accurate
similarity transform DAD−1, which reduces either the norm of A or the condition
numbers of some subset of A’s eigenvalues, can be advantageous.
For example, consider the matrix
A D
0@ 1 0 10−41 1 10−2
104 102 1
1A :
Choosing D D diag.100; 1; :01/ gives
B D DAD−1 D
0@ 1 0 110−2 1 1
1 1 1
1A :
Whereas kAkF, the Frobenius norm of A, is approximately 104, kBkF is approx-
imately 2:6. Furthermore, the condition numbers of the eigenvalues of B are all ap-
proximately 1, whereas those of the eigenvalues of A range in magnitude from 101
to 103. Therefore, one expects to compute the eigenvalues of B more accurately than
those of A. Notice B is balanced in the1-norm: a matrix is balanced in the -norm
if for any i, the -norm of row i is the same as the -norm of column i.
In this paper we mostly consider irreducible matrices. If a matrix A is irreducible,
there is no permutation matrix P such that
PAP T D

X Y
0 Z

;
where X and Z are square. If A is reducible, as shown above, then we can reduce the
problem of finding the eigenvalues of A to the smaller, and therefore simpler, eigen-
problems for X and Z. If we scale the entire reducible A, Y can be scaled arbitrarily
close to 0. Later, in Section 4.1, we discuss efficient algorithms for computing P.
We also typically do not consider the diagonal elements of the matrix. Not only
are diagonal elements unaffected by balancing, but a matrix that is balanced when
its diagonal elements are zero remains balanced when the diagonal elements are
made non-zero (for most norms). The converse is not true; if the diagonal entries
are sufficiently large relative to the off-diagonal entries, the matrix will be nearly
balanced regardless of the exact off-diagonal entries. Therefore balancing matrices
with a zero diagonal is the more important case.
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Osborne [13] showed balancing an irreducible matrix in the 2-norm is equivalent
to minimizing its Frobenius norm; balancing a matrix in an arbitrary norm may not
have such a simple effect on a matrix norm. Previous work studies the theory behind
using diagonal scaling to balance matrices and to minimize matrix norms, as well
as practical issues associated with implementing balancing algorithms. We focus
on algorithms for balancing sparse matrices, in the process extending the theory of
balancing.
In Section 2, we describe the traditional dense balancing algorithm GEBAL; in
Section 3, we list our test matrices. In Section 4, we analyze SPBALANCE, a sparse
implementation of the dense algorithm with an improved initial permutation which
may reduce the time needed by an eigensolver. Timings show SPBALANCE runs fast-
er than GEBAL on matrices whose density is less than :5, comparing increasingly
favorably to GEBAL as the density decreases.
Traditional balancing algorithms calculate exact row and column norms of the
matrix, making them inappropriate for sparse matrices whose entries are not giv-
en explicitly. In Section 5, we describe a set of new algorithms which use only
Krylov information, matrix–vector and matrix–transpose–vector multiplication, to
access the original matrix. To justify these Krylov algorithms we show they approx-
imate weighted balancing, a concept we define. The best of the Krylov balancing
algorithms can reduce the norms of the matrices in our test suite to within a factor of
2 of those gotten by balancing using a direct algorithm.
Section 6 looks at the “bottom line” – whether balancing improves the accuracy of
eigenvalues computed by dense and sparse eigensolvers. In Section 7, we summarize
our results and list a few open questions. We conclude that balancing is a cheap and
effective preconditioner for eigensolvers.
2. Background
The balancing code found in linear algebra packages such as EISPACK (under
the name BALANC), LAPACK (under the name GEBAL3), and MATLAB (under
the name BALANCE) is based on the algorithm and code by Parlett and Reinsch [14].
In this section, we describe the Parlett–Reinsch balancing algorithm and review the
supporting theory.
2.1. Algorithm and implementation
The Parlett–Reinsch algorithm has a permutation phase followed by a balancing
phase. The first phase permutes the matrix to separate out rows and columns which
3 In LAPACK there is also an additional character at the beginning of the subroutine name which
specifies the data type (e.g. DGEBAL balances matrices whose entries are in double precision) [2].
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isolate eigenvalues. These rows and columns, from which eigenvalues can already
be determined exactly, are not balanced.
The permutation algorithm in [14] first searches for a row with zeros on all n− 1
off-diagonal entries. If found, the row is permuted to the bottom of the matrix by
swapping two rows and swapping the same two columns. The algorithm then iterates.
When no more rows isolating eigenvalues on the diagonal are found, the process
repeats for columns. As described, this permutation step requires a data structure
that allows easy traversal and permutation of rows and columns. After this first step,
the algorithm has found a permutation matrix P such that
P TAP D
24T1 X Y0 C Z
0 0 T2
35 ; (1)
where T1 and T2 are upper triangular. C, a square submatrix, has no row or column
with zeros in all off-diagonal entries. C might not be irreducible (e.g. the tolosa
matrix, as shown in Table 2).
In the second phase the square submatrix C is balanced. The algorithm looks for
a diagonal matrix eD, whose elements are all powers of two, such that eB D eD−1CeD
is nearly balanced in the 1-norm. The algorithm iterates over the rows and columns
of C, for each row/column pair finding a scale factor that is a power of two and
which approximately balances the row/column pair. The appropriate entry of eD is
updated and that row/column is scaled. The algorithm terminates when significant
progress in balancing the matrix cannot be made by updating any element of eD. This
balancing step requires the ability to take vector 1-norms. As diagonal elements are
not included in row and column norms, the algorithm needs to know which elements
are on the diagonal of the matrix.
The matrix returned by the algorithm is
B D D−1P TAPD D
24T1 XeD Y0 eD−1CeD eD−1Z
0 0 T2
35 : (2)
The permutation and scale matrices can also be returned.
Because of the definition of “significant progress”, the optimal scaling for a ma-
trix A is not always found. For example, in MATLAB, given the matrix
A D
2664
0 :5 0 0
2 0 :5 0
0 2 0 :5
0 0 2 0
3775 ;
BALANCE.A/ returns2664
0 1 0 0
1 0 :5 0
0 2 0 1
0 0 1 0
3775 :
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However, the scaling matrix D D diag.4; 2; 1; :5/ balances the matrix exactly,
giving
DAD−1 D
2664
0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
3775 :
Approximate balancing is often sufficient for reducing the norm of a matrix. Tests
show that on most matrices the algorithm iterates three or four times over all the
row/column pairs before stopping.
2.2. Theory
Osborne [13] was the first to study balancing, showing that a matrix balanced
in the 2-norm has minimal Frobenius norm. The iterative algorithm suggested by
Osborne is used in the Parlett–Reinsch algorithm [14]. Though the algorithm in [14]
can be used to balance in any norm, the code given uses the 1-norm, which is cheaper
to compute than the 2-norm.
For balancing in the 1-norm, Grad [10] showed the iterative method converges
when the diagonal scale factors are not limited to powers of the machine base. Eaves
et al. [9] showed that a non-negative matrix balanced in the 1-norm has minimized
the sum of its elements. Hartfiel [11] proved that if A is irreducible, a diagonal bal-
ancing matrix exists and is unique up to scalar multiples. For work on balancing in
the1-norm, see [15].
3. Test matrices
We tested the algorithms on both random and application-based sparse matrices.
Random matrices were generated by creating a matrix B of the appropriate dimen-
sion and density, as well as random diagonal matrices D1 and D2 with elements span-
ning several orders of magnitude. The matrix A D D1D2BD2D−11 was returned.
The matrices from practical applications, summarized in Table 1, are a subset of
those described in [3].
4. Direct algorithm for balancing sparse matrices
Dense matrices have O.n2/ non-zero elements. By definition sparse matrices have
fewer. Efficient algorithms take this into account to avoid wasting space storing zero
elements and time operating on zero elements. In this section, we describe SPBAL-
ANCE, an efficient sparse balancing algorithm using the Parlett–Reinsch algorithm
GEBAL with an improved initial permutation phase. Timings show SPBALANCE to
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Table 1
Information about matrices in our test suite
Matrix n Density Application area
ecsiemensA 177 2.9e− 2 Circuit simulation
ecsiemensB 177 2.6e− 2 Circuit simulation
elman 900 5.4e− 3 Computational fluid dynamics
mhdmata416 416 5.0e− 2 Plasma physics
mhdmata1280 1280 2.9e− 2 Plasma physics
mhdmata3200 3200 6.6e− 3 Plasma physics
mhdmata4800 4800 4.4e− 3 Plasma physics
qc324 324 2.5e− 1 Quantum chemistry
qc2534 2534 7.2e− 2 Quantum chemistry
qh768 768 5.0e− 3 Power system simulation
qh882 882 4.3e− 3 Power system simulation
qh1484 1484 2.8e− 3 Power system simulation
t240 240 3.9e− 2 Stability analysis of plane
tolosa 2000 1.3e− 3 Stability analysis of plane
be faster than the dense code, GEBAL, when the density of the matrix is less than
approximately :5.
Because SPBALANCE is implemented in C, in this section we assume zero-based
array indexing.
4.1. Improved permutation – finding strongly connected components
SPBALANCE improves on the permutation algorithm used in GEBAL. Instead of
finding a permutation matrix which makes the matrix A as close to upper triangular
as possible, SPBALANCE finds a permutation matrix P such that P TAP is “as block
upper triangular as possible”. This is equivalent to finding the strongly connected
components of a directed graph whose adjacency matrix has the same structure as A
and then sorting the components using a topological sort [5, Section 23.5].
This permutation is better than that found in GEBAL because the size of the largest
block may be smaller, and is never larger (see the comparison results in Table 2).
Because the eigenvalues of the original matrix A are the same as the union of the
eigenvalues of the individual diagonal blocks in P TAP , the running time of any
eigensolver run on the blocks of the balanced matrix depends strongly on the size of
the largest block.
The permutation algorithm used in GEBAL is a special case of the more general
strongly connected components algorithm. The GEBAL algorithm looks for a sink
node s, a specific type of 1 1 strongly connected component. If one exists, it is
permuted to the bottom of the matrix. The algorithm iterates by removing s and all
edges adjacent to s, then looking for a sink node in the remaining subgraph. When
no sink node can be found in the remaining subgraph the procedure is repeated for
source nodes, which are permuted to the left of the matrix.
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Table 2
The number of strongly connected components (# scc) found in matrices in the test suite as well as the
size of the largest component (max block size)a
Name Dimension SPBALANCE Parlett–Reinsch max
# scc max block size block size
tolosa 2000 1529 90 854
t240 240 121 90 150
ecsiemensA 177 6 167 177
ecsiemensB 177 26 151 153
qh1484 1484 3 1470 1484
qh882 882 1 882 882
mhdmata4800 4800 8 4793 4793
qh768 768 1 768 768
elman900 900 1 900 900
mhdmata3200 3200 8 3193 3193
mhdmata1280 1280 15 1266 1266
mhdmata416 416 8 409 409
qc2534 2534 1 2534 2534
qc324 324 1 324 324
aThe size of the submatrix C, as defined in Eq. (2), from GEBAL is given for comparison. The matrices
are sorted so that the matrices helped most by finding strongly connected components are listed first.
Finding the permutation means finding the ordering generated by taking the to-
pologically sorted strongly connected components of the directed graph. Finding the
strongly connected components of a directed graph can be done using two depth first
searches. (See [19] for Tarjan’s original paper on the algorithm, [1, Section 5.5] for
a description of the algorithm, or [8] for a description of a Fortran implementation.)
Tarjan’s algorithm is particularly well suited to SPBALANCE because the nodes are
output one strongly connected component at a time, with the components topolog-
ically sorted. Tarjan’s algorithm runs in O.nnz C n/ time, where nnz is the number
of non-zeros in the matrix.
The permutation algorithm in GEBAL, implemented on the sparse data structures
in SPBALANCE, would likely take longer than Tarjan’s algorithm. The algorithm in
GEBAL begins by permuting rows one at a time, which requires O.nnz/ time for each
row if the matrix is in column compressed format. For a permuted upper triangular
matrix, the permutation phase would take O.nnz  n/ time, which is much greater
than O.nC nnz/ time. By running instead a graph algorithm which identifies all the
strongly connected components of A with only one sweep through the data structure,
the permutation phase takes only O.nC nnz/ time.
4.2. Data structures
We decided to take as input matrices in column compressed format, also called the
Harwell–Boeing sparse matrix format [7]. We chose this format for reasons including
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the ease of implementing Tarjan’s algorithm and the fact that the format is commonly
used.
The column compressed format stores a matrix using three arrays: values, ro-
wind, and colptr. The array values is of length nnz, the number of non-zero entries,
and contains the non-zero elements of the matrix, beginning with the elements in
column 0, then the elements in column 1, and so on. In each column the elements are
listed by increasing row number. The array rowind is also of length nnz; rowind[i]
gives the row index of the element whose value is stored in values[i]. The final
array, colptr, is of length nC1 and keeps track of where each column begins. So,
colptr[0] D 0 and colptr[n] D nnz; colptr[i] is equal to the total number of
non-zero elements in columns 0 through i−1.
The column compressed storage format is similar to the adjacency list represen-
tation of the graph corresponding to the transpose of the matrix. This makes Tarjan’s
algorithm easy to implement. Given a matrix in column compressed format, the first
node returned by Tarjan’s algorithm corresponds to the first row and column of the
permuted matrix.
Two extra arrays of size n store information about the strongly connected com-
ponents found. One, sccind, notes the size of each strongly connected component:
sccind[i] is the index of the first row/column of the ith strongly connected com-
ponent and sccind[i+1]− sccind[i] is its size. If the matrix has k < n strongly
connected components, only the first k C 1 elements of sccind contain useful infor-
mation. Information on which elements in a row or column to include in computing
row and column norms is also in sccind. The other array, perm, stores information
about the permutation needed to rearrange the original matrix into its topologically
sorted strongly connected components: perm[i]=j means the ith row/column in the
original matrix is the jth row/column in the permuted matrix.
The column compressed storage format is not enough for efficient implementa-
tion of the remainder of SPBALANCE. Column permutations and row traversals both
require time O.nnz/ for a matrix in column compressed format. To reduce this time,
we added three integer arrays: colend and rowbeg, both of size n, and rowptr of
size nnz.
To simplify column permuting, colend contains pointers to the last element in
each column. To simplify row traversals needed to find row sums in the balancing
phase, rowbeg points to the first element in each row, and the elements of rowptr
each point to the next element in the same row. Finally, because values of elements
on the diagonal of the matrix are not included in the row and column sums, we use
a length n array diag. If the diagonal element in row i is 0, diag[i]=-1, otherwise
diag[i] points to the element on the diagonal of row i. Since rowptr, rowbeg, and
diag, are not needed and could change in the permutation phase, SPBALANCE fills
these arrays after the permutation phase.
For a matrix of doubles, the total space needed for this data structure is: 6  n 
size(int)C 2  nnz  size(int)C nnz  size(double). If nnz is sufficiently smaller than
n2, this storage format saves space over the dense representation.
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Tarjan’s strongly connected component algorithm runs in O.nC nnz/ time. Fill-
ing in the internal representation and permutation of the matrix also takes O.nC nnz/
time. We assume only a small number of iterations are needed to balance the matrix,
therefore the time taken by the balancing phase is also O.nC nnz/, and the total time
complexity of SPBALANCE is O.nC nnz/.
4.2.1. Timing results
We compared the running times of SPBALANCE and GEBAL on both random ma-
trices and matrices from Table 1. Code was compiled using the cc compiler and run
on a Sun Ultrasparc. Times shown are the smallest over at least three trials.
Fig. 1 plots times for random matrices. Whereas the running time of GEBAL does
not change as the density changes since GEBAL operates on all n2 matrix elements,
the running time of SPBALANCE depends on both the dimension and density. Since
the running time of SPBALANCE is O.nC nnz/ and the running time of GEBAL is
O.n2/, we expect the ratio of the times to be approximately 1=nC density, which
explains why the graph on the right shows vertical lines.
The plots show SPBALANCE outperforms GEBAL on all but the densest matrices,
performing best on large and very sparse matrices. Note the results are less consistent
when the dimension and density are small. These small matrices have only a few
non-zero elements – in practice matrices of interest are never this sparse.
Table 3 shows the running times of GEBAL and SPBALANCE on matrices from
Table 1. On all these matrices SPBALANCE outperforms GEBAL, with the greatest
improvement over GEBAL seen in the sparsest matrices.
In conclusion, SPBALANCE is a practical algorithm for balancing sparse matri-
ces. Fig. 1 and Table 3 show that using SPBALANCE to balance a matrix in column
compressed format is almost always faster than converting the matrix to a dense
Fig. 1. The graph on the left shows a contour plot of the logarithm of the running times of GEBAL on
random sparse matrices of various dimensions and densities. The graph on the right shows a contour plot
of the logarithm of the ratio of the running times of SPBALANCE to those of GEBAL on the same random
sparse matrices.
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Table 3
The running times, in seconds, of GEBAL, and SPBALANCE on various test matrices that came from
assorted applicationsa
# Name Dimension Density GEBAL SPBALANCE Speedup of
time time SPBALANCE over
GEBAL
1 tolosa 2000 1.3e− 3 204.11 0.05 408
2 qh1484 1484 2.8e− 3 46.51 0.18 258
3 qh882 882 4.3e− 3 12.47 0.08 156
4 mhdmata4800 4800 4.4e− 3 692.41 2.19 316
5 qh768 768 5.0e− 3 14.48 0.09 161
6 elman 900 5.4e− 3 2.47 0.03 82
7 mhdmata3200 3200 6.6e− 3 195.25 0.92 212
8 ecsiemensB 177 2.6e− 2 0.07 0.01 7
9 mhdmata1280 1280 2.9e− 2 60.54 0.90 67
10 ecsiemensA 177 2.9e− 2 0.07 0.01 7
11 t240 240 3.9e− 2 0.49 0.02 24
12 mhdmata416 416 5.0e− 2 2.02 0.11 18
13 qc2534 2534 7.2e− 2 37.31 2.54 15
14 qc324mat 324 2.5e− 1 0.51 0.14 4
aSee Section 3 for a description of the matrices.
matrix and calling GEBAL. Furthermore, finding strongly connected components can
be beneficial for eigensolvers since the eigenvalues of the blocks can be computed
independently, and a dense O.n3/ eigensolver typically runs faster on several smaller
blocks than on one large block.
5. Balancing algorithms that use Krylov information
As they calculate exact row and column norms, balancing algorithms such as
GEBAL and SPBALANCE can only operate on matrices whose elements are given
explicitly. If the elements are not, the only way to access the matrix may be through
matrix–vector multiplications. In other words, instead of the matrix A we may be giv-
en a black box function which takes a vector z and returns Az. Balancing algorithms
using only matrix–vector multiplications are potentially useful as preconditioners
for eigensolvers which similarly use only matrix–vector multiplication to access the
matrix (see [12] for a survey article).
In this section, we present Krylov-based balancing algorithms which use matrix–
vector multiplications, and sometimes also matrix–transpose–vector multiplications,
to access the matrix. The algorithm which uses only matrix–vector multiplications
to access A is also called the one-sided algorithm. The algorithms which use both
matrix–vector and matrix–transpose–vector multiplications are also called two-sided
algorithms.
We explain the theory behind and give the pseudocode for our Krylov-based
algorithms.
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5.1. Using Perron vectors
Both the one-sided and two-sided algorithms depend on approximating the Per-
ron vectors of A. The one-sided algorithm approximates the right Perron vector of
A and the two-sided algorithm approximates both the right and left Perron vectors
of A.
The right Perron vector of A is the right eigenvector corresponding to the larg-
est eigenvalue of jAj and can be computed using the power method on jAj, which
requires the ability to compute jAjz for arbitrary z. Although we cannot compute
jAjz efficiently and exactly, given only a subroutine to multiply a vector by A, in
Section 5.2 we show jAje can be approximated by jAzj, where z is a vector of random
1s and e is a vector of all ones.
To justify the one-sided algorithm described in Section 5.3, note that a lower
bound on kDAD−1k1 is .jAj/ [18]. If A is irreducible and x is the right Per-
ron vector of jAj, D D diag.1=x.1/; 1=x.2/; : : : ; 1=x.n// achieves the lower bound.
To see why, note that the right Perron vector of DAD−1 is e, so kDAD−1k1 D
kDjAjD−1ek1 D .jAj/.
Our two-sided algorithm uses approximations to both the left and right Perron
vectors of A to compute a weighted balancing of A, which we now define and prove
useful for norm reduction.
5.1.1. Weighted balancing
In this section we define weighted balancing for non-negative, irreducible
matrices. We show how to compute a weighted balancing of a matrix A using its
left and right Perron vectors. We then prove that weighted balancing achieves the
minimum 2-norm of DAD−1, .A/. This draws another connection between
balancing and minimizing matrix norms and extends Ström’s work, in which he
shows that a companion matrix C can be scaled to achieve the minimum 2-norm
.jCj/ [18].
Definition 1. An irreducible, non-negative matrix A is balanced in the weighted
sense if A.i; V/z D zTA.V; i/ for all i D 1; : : : ; n, where z is the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the Perron root of A.
Theorem 1. Let  D .A/; where A is an n n irreducible; non-negative matrix.
Let x and y be corresponding non-zero right and left Perron vectors; i.e. Ax D x;
and yTA D yT. Let
D D diag
p
y1=x1;
p
y2=x2; : : : ;
p
yn=xn

;
z D Dx D px1y1;px2y2; : : : ;pxnynT
and B D DAD−1. Then the following are trueV
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1: .B/ D .A/ D :
2: The left and right eigenvectors of B corresponding to the eigenvalue  are identi-
cal and equal to zI this means  has minimal condition number.
3: B is balanced in the weighted sense.
Proof. 1: By Perron–Frobenius theory, A has a positive real eigenvalue  D .A/
whose corresponding right and left eigenvectors x and y are positive. Therefore D
is finite and non-singular, and B has the same eigenvalues as A, since the two are
similar.
2: Since Ax D x, D−1BDx D x, and BDx D Dx. Hence Dx is the right
eigenvector of B corresponding to . Similarly, yTD−1 is the left eigenvector cor-
responding to . For componentwise equality of the left and right eigenvectors,
choose D D diag (py1=x1;py2=x2; : : : ;pyn=xn. Both eigenvectors then equal z.
The formula for the condition number of the eigenvalue is kDxk  kD−1yk=
j.D−1y/T.Dx/j. Since Dx D D−1y, the condition number equals 1 and is
minimized.
3: Since Bz D z and zTB D zT, B.i; V/  z D zi D zT  B.V; i/. 
We have defined weighted balancing and shown how to find a scaling matrix that
balances in a weighted sense. Next, we show weighted balancing recovers symmetry
whenever possible and achieves the minimum 2-norm.
Proposition 2. Assume A is irreducible and non-negative. Let A D D1SD2; where
D1 and D2 are non-singular; diagonal matrices. If S D ST; then B D BT .where B
is defined in Theorem 1/.
Proof. Weighted balancing uses the right and left Perron vectors x and y of A’s
largest eigenvalue . Since A is irreducible, these are unique up to multiplication by
a constant. Since A D D1SD2, A and AT are diagonally similar, so cD−12 D1y D x,
where c is some positive scalar. Therefore, the scaling matrix D defined in Theorem 1
is
D D diag
 s
c
D2.1/
D1.1/
;
s
c
D2.2/
D1.2/
; : : : ;
s
c
D2.n/
D1.n/
!
:
We can take out the
p
c so that D D pcD1=22 D−1=21 . This means
BDDAD−1
DpcD1=22 D−1=21 D1SD2
1p
c
D
−1=2
2 D
1=2
1
DD1=21 D1=22 SD1=22 D1=21 :
Since S is symmetric, clearly B is symmetric. 
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Next we prove a lower bound on the 2-norm of B, where B is defined in
Theorem 1. A trivial lower bound on the 2-norm of B is 1p
n
.jAj/. This bound
holds regardless of whether or not A is non-negative since for any B 0 D DAD−1,
kB 0k2 > 1pnkB 0k1 > 1pn.jB 0j/ D 1pn.jAj/. However, if A is non-negative, the
following stronger result, also in [21], can be shown.
Theorem 3. If A is non-negative and irreducible; kBk2 D .A/ (where B is defined
in Theorem 1/.
Proof. By definition, kBk22 D .BBT/. Since Bz D z and BTz D z, BBTz D
2z. Since B > 0, BBT > 0. In addition, 2 D .BBT/ (e.g. [20, Theorem 2.2]).
Therefore, kBk2 D . 
Reducing the norm of a matrix is a common goal of balancing and we have shown
weighted balancing achieves this goal.
5.2. Statistical theory
The success of the Krylov-based algorithms depends on the quality of the approx-
imations to jAje, the vector of 1-norms of the rows of A. Clearly if A is known to be
non-negative, Ae D jAje and there is no need for approximations. In this section, we
show that the row norms of A can be approximated by jAzj, where z is a vector of
random1s; this choice of z optimizes the approximation to the 2-norm of the rows
of A. Everything generalizes to apply to jATje and the 1-norms of the columns of A,
approximatable by jATzj.
Given some vector x (which could be a row of A), letX DP xizi , where the zi are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables such that E.zi/ D 0
and V .zi/ D 1. Lemmas 4 and 5 state useful facts which are easily derivable using
basic statistics (see, for example [6, Section 4.1, 4.3]).
Lemma 4. E.X/ D 0.
Proof. E.X/ DPi E.zixi/ DP 0 D 0. 
Lemma 5. V .X/ D E.X2/ D kxk22.
Proof. V .X/ DPV .zixi/ DP x2i V .zi/ DP x2i D kxk22: 
Since X2 naturally approximates the square of the 2-norm, we want to choose
the probability distribution of zi so that the variance ofX2 is minimized. Theorem 7
proves that choosing zi to equal 1 or −1 with probability :5 is the best probability
distribution; the following lemma is useful in the proof of Theorem 7.
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Lemma 6. If z equals 1 or−1 with equal probability :5; E.z4/ D 1. This is minimal
under the constraints that E.z/ D 0 and E.z2/ D 1.
Proof. V .z2/ D E.z4/− .E.z2//2 D E.z4/− 1. V .z2/ > 0 by definition, there-
fore E.z4/ > 1. If z D 1 with equal probability, E.z4/ D 1, achieving the lower
bound. 
Theorem 7. LetX DP xizi ; where x is given and the zi are i.i.d. random variables
such that E.zi/ D 0 and V .zi/ D 1. If zi equals 1 or −1 with probability :5; V .X2/
is minimized and equals 2.kxk42 − kxk44/.
Proof. Since V .X2/ D E.X4/− E.X2/2 D E.X4/− kxk42, minimizing V .X2/ re-
quires choosing the probability distribution of z to minimize E.X4/.
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Because the zi are independent and E.zi/ D 0, most of the above sums equal zero,
leaving
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From Lemma 6, E.z4i / is minimized when z equals 1 or −1 with probability
:5, in which case E.z4i / D 1. Therefore the minimum value of E.X4/ is
P
i x
4
i C
3
P
i =Dj x2i x2j D kxk44 C 3.kxk42 − kxk44/ D 3kxk42 − 2kxk44.
Since V .X2/ D E.X4/− kxk42, the minimum value of V .X2/ is 2kxk42 −
2kxk44. 
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If z equals 1 or −1 with equal probability, V .X2/ is minimized, which optimizes
our approximation. The following corollary notes the approximation is better at es-
timating the 2-norm of some vectors than others, and gives both the best and worst
vectors.
Corollary 8. Let E.X2/ D kxk22 D 1. V .X2/ is minimized; and equals 0; when x is
a vector of all zeros except for one element of magnitude 1. V .X2/ is maximized; and
equals 2.1− 1=n/; when x is a vector whose elements all have magnitude 1=pn.
Proof. Let y D Tx21 ; x22 ; : : : ; x2nUT, so V .X2/ D 2.kxk42 − kxk44/ D 2.kyk21 −
kyk22/: From basic vector norm properties we know kyk1=
p
n 6 kyk2 6 kyk1. The
condition kxk22 D 1 means kyk1 D 1, so 1=
p
n 6 kyk2 6 1. The lower bound is
achieved when all entries of y have magnitude 1=n; the upper bound is achieved
when all entries of y are 0, except for one with magnitude 1.
Therefore V .X2/ is minimized, and equals 0, when all the entries of x are 0,
except for one entry with magnitude 1. V .X2/ is maximized, and equals 2.1− 1=n/,
when all the entries of x have magnitude 1=
p
n. 
This analysis shows that .jAzj/i is likely to have a magnitude close enough to
.jAje/i for our purposes.
5.3. One-sided algorithm
Having discussed the theory behind the Krylov balancing algorithms, we now
describe the algorithms.
From Section 5.1, we know the one-sided algorithm needs to approximate x, the
right Perron vector of jAj, in order to use D D diag.1=x.1/; 1=x.2/; : : : ; 1=x.n// to
scale A. From Section 5.2, we know how to approximate the power method on jAj
using matrix–vector multiplications with A. Therefore, pseudocode for the one-sided
algorithm is:
KRYLOVAZ(A,t)
1 for i  1 to t
2 z n 1 vector of random1s
3 Compute p D Az
4 for i D 1 to n
5 if .p.i/ DD 0/
6 D.i/ 1
7 else D.i/ 1jp.i/j
8 endfor
9 A DAD−1
10 endfor
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Although more iterations (i.e. t > 1) do not correspond exactly to more iterations
of the power method, experiments show more iterations sometimes improve the so-
lution (e.g. see Fig. 2).
The above pseudocode assumes A is available explicitly, so that a command such
as A D−1AD is possible. If instead of A we are given a function A.x/ which
computes Ax, the code can be written as follows:
KRYLOVAZ(A,t)
1 D I
2 for i  1 to t
3 z n 1 vector of random1s
4 z D−1z
5 p A.z/
6 p Dp
7 for i D 1 to n
8 if .p.i/ DD 0/
9 D.i/ D.i/
10 else D.i/ D.i/jp.i/j
11 endfor
12 endfor
In this case the balanced matrix cannot be returned, since the original matrix is not
available. Instead the scaling matrix D is returned.
Fig. 2. Each graph plots the Frobenius norm of the matrix returned by KRYLOVCUTOFF on the ver-
tical axis against the value of the scaled cutoff given as input to KRYLOVCUTOFF on the horizontal
axis. The two horizontal lines represent the norm of the original matrix and the norm of the matrix after
being balanced by SPBALANCE. In each figure, the upper curve shows the norm after one iteration of
KRYLOVCUTOFF and the lower curve shows the norm after five iterations.
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5.4. Two-sided algorithm
With a two-sided algorithm we can compute both Az and ATz. Because this gives
more information about the matrix, we expect our two-sided algorithm to outperform
the one-sided algorithm KRYLOVAZ.
We motivate the two-sided algorithm KRYLOVATZ in two ways. One explanation
is based on the direct iterative algorithm described in [13,14], the other is based on
Perron–Frobenius theory and weighted balancing.
The standard iterative algorithm computes nr , the norm of row i, and nc, the norm
of column i. Elements of row i are then scaled by
p
c=r and elements of column
i by
p
r=c. KRYLOVATZ approximates all the row and column norms by choos-
ing a random 1 vector z and computing jAzj and jATzj. Rather than balancing
one row and one column in each iteration, KRYLOVATZ uses the approximate row
and column norms to scale the entire matrix. The difference between the standard
iterative algorithm and KRYLOVATZ is similar to the difference between the Jacobi
and Gauss–Seidel iterative methods for solving systems of linear equations (see, for
example [4]).
Another motivation for KRYLOVATZ uses Perron–Frobenius theory. Section 5.1.1
defines weighted balancing and shows that to compute a weighted balancing
of a non-negative, irreducible matrix A, the scaling matrix should equal diag.
p
y1=x1;p
y2=x2; : : : ;
p
yn=xn/, where Ty1 y2 : : : ynUT is the left Perron vector of A and
Tx1 x2 : : : xnUT is the right Perron vector of A. From Section 5.2, we know multiply-
ing A by a random vector of 1s approximates one step of the power method on jAj
with a starting vector of all 1s; multiplying AT by a random vector approximates one
step of the power method on jATj. Therefore one iteration of KRYLOVATZ calculates
an approximation of the scaling needed for a weighted balancing of A.
Either motivation leads us to the following pseudocode for our two-sided
algorithm:
KRYLOVATZ(A,t)
1 for i  1 to t
2 z n 1 vector of random1s
3 Compute p D Az
4 Compute r D ATz
5 for i  1 to n
6 if .p.i/ DD 0/ or .r.i/ DD 0/
7 D.i/ 1
8 else D.i/ 
r r.i/p.i/ 
9 endfor
10 A DAD−1
11 endfor
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Again, if A is not given explicitly, we can use black box functions A.x/ and AT.x/
as shown with the pseudocode for KRYLOVAZ.
5.5. Two-sided algorithm with a cutoff value
Experiments show that on some of our test matrices the addition of a cutoff value
to KRYLOVATZ further reduces the norm of the matrices returned. To add a cutoff to
KRYLOVATZ, set D.i/ to 1 in line 7 of the pseudocode not only when p.i/ D Az.i/
or r.i/ D ATz.i/ equals 0, but also when jAz.i/j is less than some cutoff value.
KRYLOVCUTOFF uses a scaled cutoff value, i.e. the cutoff used is the one given as
input multiplied by the Frobenius norm of the matrix. Any other matrix norm could
also be used; if kAkF is not available, kAk1 can be approximated by multiplying A
with a vector of random1s and taking the largest component of the absolute value
of the resulting vector.
5.6. Choosing parameters
The two parameters chosen by the user are the number of iterations and, for
KRYLOVCUTOFF, the cutoff value. Their values are left to the user because currently
we know neither the right stopping criteria nor how to choose the best cutoff value.
However, experiments suggest reasonable default values.
The default for the number of iterations is 5. Although more iterations may im-
prove the scaling, each iteration of KRYLOVAZ requires one matrix–vector mul-
tiplication and each iteration of KRYLOVATZ and KRYLOVCUTOFF requires two
matrix–vector multiplications. Therefore keeping the number of iterations small lim-
its the running time. Experiments show that more than 5 iterations does not typically
reduce the norm of the matrix by much.
The default cutoff value is 10−8. This value was chosen experimentally by looking
at graphs, such as those in Fig. 2, which showed that for our test matrices 10−8 is a
reasonable cutoff value.
5.7. Reducing matrix norms
We examined how well these Krylov balancing algorithms reduce the norms of
matrices. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the results of running all three Krylov algorithms
on the matrices in our test suite. Table 6 summarizes the results of running the algo-
rithms on random matrices. Tests were done in MATLAB. The Frobenius norm was
used in all cases.
For the matrices in our test suite, Table 5 shows that using the default of 5 itera-
tions and a cutoff of 10−8 gives excellent results with KRYLOVCUTOFF. Of the 14
matrices in our test suite, there are 5 whose norms were not improved by SPBAL-
ANCE. For these matrices, KRYLOVCUTOFF with the appropriate cutoff and number
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of iterations also did not affect the norm of the matrix (see Table 4). For 4 of these
5 matrices, KRYLOVCUTOFF with the default cutoff also did not affect the norm of
the matrix (see Table 5). On the other, the elman matrix, using the default cutoff and
number of iterations increased the norm by a factor of about 2, which is not much.
Of the remaining nine matrices, KRYLOVCUTOFF with the best cutoff, as shown in
Table 4, typically returns a matrix whose norm is within a factor of 2 of the norm of
that returned by SPBALANCE. With the default cutoff the norm of the matrix returned
by KRYLOVCUTOFF is still typically within an order of magnitude of the norm of the
matrix returned by SPBALANCE. KRYLOVAZ slightly reduces the norm of 6 of the
test matrices. KRYLOVATZ performs similarly to KRYLOVCUTOFF, except on the
qh768 and qh882 matrices where KRYLOVCUTOFF does four orders of magnitude
better.
Table 6 shows the best results of the Krylov algorithms on a few random sparse
matrices. Notice that adding a cutoff value to KRYLOVATZ no longer helps, and can
hurt on very sparse matrices. Furthermore KRYLOVAZ does reasonably well, though
KRYLOVATZ does better.
6. Accuracy of computed eigenvalues
The quality of balancing algorithms can be gauged by measures including running
time, norm reduction, and accuracy of subsequently computed eigenvalues. Previous
sections discussed running times and norm reduction. Since we are considering bal-
Table 4
The best ratio of the norms of matrices with and without balancinga
Matrix Original norm (norm with balancing)/(original norm)
SPBALANCE KRYLOVAZ KRYLOVATZ KRYLOVCUTOFF
tolosa 5.4e C 07 1.1e − 03 2.4e − 03 3.7e − 03 1.1e − 03
qh1484 4.7e C 16 1.1e − 04 1.3e − 02 1.6e − 03 1.1e − 04
qh882 2.3e C 13 1.4e − 06 8.3e − 03 1.2e − 02 1.6e − 06
mhdmata4800 4.1e C 05 2.4e − 03 7.6e − 01 6.8e − 03 3.6e − 03
qh768 2.5e C 13 1.4e − 06 2.8e − 02 8.4e − 03 1.6e − 06
elman 1.4e C 02 1.0e C 00 6.2e C 00 1.2e C 00 1.0e C 00
mhdmata3200 1.8e C 05 3.7e − 03 1.3e C 00 2.5e − 02 6.1e − 03
ecsiemensB 5.4e − 04 1.0e C 00 4.1e C 01 1.0e C 00 1.0e C 00
mhdmata1280 1.3e C 05 4.8e − 03 2.8e C 00 5.7e − 02 6.8e − 03
ecsiemensA 5.4e − 04 1.0e C 00 3.5e C 03 1.0e C 00 1.0e C 00
t240 3.7e C 05 6.5e − 03 6.5e − 02 6.2e − 02 8.4e − 03
mhdmata416 2.9e C 03 2.8e − 02 9.3e C 00 2.4e − 01 3.4e − 02
qc2534 4.0e C 01 1.0e C 00 1.2e C 00 1.0e C 00 1.0e C 00
qc324 5.6e C 00 1.0e C 00 1.1e C 00 1.0e C 00 1.0e C 00
aBy “best”, we mean the smallest norm of a returned matrix. We varied the number of iterations from 1
to 5 and the cutoff from 1 to 10−13 by powers of 10.
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Table 5
The ratio of norms of matrices with and without balancing. All Krylov algorithms were run with the
default values for the number of iterations (5) and the cutoff (10−8)
Matrix Original norm (norm with balancing)/(original norm)
SPBALANCE KRYLOVAZ KRYLOVATZ KRYLOVCUTOFF
tolosa 5.4e C 07 1.1e − 03 1.2e − 01 4.2e − 03 3.5e − 03
qh1484 4.7e C 16 1.1e − 04 1.3e − 02 1.7e − 03 1.1e − 04
qh882 2.3e C 13 1.4e − 06 8.3e − 03 2.0e − 02 1.6e − 06
mhdmata4800 4.1e C 05 2.4e − 03 7.6e − 01 1.7e − 02 5.6e − 03
qh768 2.5e C 13 1.4e − 06 1.2e − 02 8.4e − 03 1.6e − 06
elman 1.4e C 02 1.0e C 00 6.2e C 00 2.7e C 00 2.1e C 00
mhdmata3200 1.8e C 05 3.7e − 03 2.3e C 00 2.6e − 02 1.6e − 02
ecsiemensB 5.4e − 04 1.0e C 00 4.1e C 01 1.0e C 00 1.0e C 00
mhdmata1280 1.3e C 05 4.8e − 03 2.8e C 00 5.7e − 02 4.5e − 02
ecsiemensA 5.4e − 04 1.0e C 00 3.5e C 03 1.0e C 00 1.0e C 00
t240 3.7e C 05 6.5e − 03 2.4e − 01 6.2e − 02 9.7e − 02
mhdmata416 2.9e C 03 2.8e − 02 1.5e C 01 2.4e − 01 2.9e − 01
qc2534 4.0e C 01 1.0e C 00 3.5e C 00 1.0e C 00 1.0e C 00
qc324 5.6e C 00 1.0e C 00 3.4e C 00 1.0e C 00 1.0e C 00
Table 6
The best ratio of norms of random matrices with and without balancinga
Dim Density Original norm (norm with balancing)/(original norm)
SPBALANCE KRYLOVAZ KRYLOVATZ KRYLOVCUTOFF
100 1.0 3.2e C 21 8.4e − 07 6.6e − 06 1.0e − 06 1.6e − 06
0.5 4.8e C 18 1.1e − 07 5.0e − 07 1.1e − 07 2.3e − 07
0.1 6.9e C 18 4.2e − 10 1.4e − 06 6.1e − 10 3.2e − 08
0.05 2.5e C 18 3.3e − 11 6.4e − 08 1.6e − 10 1.4e − 08
200 1.0 3.4e C 20 1.5e − 06 1.4e − 05 1.6e − 06 2.4e − 06
0.5 2.6e C 25 4.6e − 12 1.7e − 10 9.2e − 12 3.0e − 11
0.1 1.2e C 17 7.5e − 06 4.4e − 04 9.2e − 06 1.8e − 05
0.05 6.0e C 19 4.2e − 10 2.0e − 08 1.6e − 09 7.0e − 09
300 1.0 9.4e C 23 9.7e − 01 1.5e C 01 9.7e − 01 1.0e C 00
0.5 1.8e C 25 5.6e − 06 7.8e − 05 6.1e − 06 6.1e − 06
0.1 5.3e C 20 1.3e − 09 2.4e − 08 4.5e − 09 1.6e − 08
0.05 1.8e C 17 3.4e − 06 3.8e − 02 9.4e − 06 1.8e − 05
aBy “best”, we mean the smallest norm of a returned matrix. We varied the number of iterations from
1 to 5 and the cutoff from 1 to 10−13 by powers of 10.
ancing as a preconditioner for eigensolvers,4 this section discusses the accuracy to
which eigenvalues of a matrix can be computed with and without balancing.
To study accuracy, computed eigenvalues need to be compared to true eigen-
values. For these experiments we compute the “true” eigenvalues by finding the
4 Other uses of balancing include adjusting social accounting matrices in economics [16].
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strongly connected components of a matrix, then balancing and computing in double
precision the eigenvalues of each diagonal block. The error bounds associated with
computing these “true” eigenvalues were observed to be small. On the qh768 and
tolosa matrices studied later, error bounds were less than 10−10 for both matrices.
We used the following relative error bound.
Let i be an eigenvalue of matrix A, A.i/ be the strongly connected component
of A containing i , and cond_num.i/ be the condition number of i as an eigenvalue
of A.i/. The following is an error bound on i
error_bound.i/ D "  cond_num.i/  kA.i/k=ji j: (3)
Whether " is the single or double precision machine epsilon depends on the precision
used to compute i .
We compared these “true” eigenvalues against eigenvalues computed using both
dense (GEEVX in LAPACK [2]) and sparse (EIGS in MATLAB [17]) eigensolv-
ers. Tests were done in MATLAB, with mexfile interfaces to GEEVX, GEBAL, and
SPBALANCE.
6.1. Balancing and dense eigensolvers
In this section, we compare eigenvalues computed in single precision by GEEVX
after direct balancing against the “true” eigenvalues and against the “worst case”
eigenvalues, the latter computed in single precision without balancing.
By “the norm of an eigenvalue” we mean the norm of the matrix block containing
that eigenvalue. An unbalanced, unpermuted matrix may still have natural blocks;
GEEVX will identify this upper block triangular structure and decompose the eigen-
problem accordingly. Error bounds for the case when the matrix is not balanced
should be closer to the true error if natural block structure is taken into consideration
when computing condition numbers and norms.
Our experiments showed balancing by GEBAL and SPBALANCE reduces norms
and condition numbers, frequently leading to not only more accurate eigenvalues,
but also more accurate error bounds (i.e. closer to the actual error). Due to the proba-
bilistic nature of the Krylov balancing algorithms, the results with Krylov balancing
were less predictable.
6.1.1. Direct balancing algorithms
We found balancing using SPBALANCE often reduced eigenvalue condition num-
bers and norms, leading both to more accurate error bounds and more accurately
computed eigenvalues. These effects were seen on several test matrices; we show
the results on the qh768 and tolosa matrices.
Figs. 3 and 4 show two graphs. The left-hand graph plots the relative error in ei-
genvalues calculated with balancing against the error in eigenvalues calculated with-
out balancing. Each cross shows the relative error of an eigenvalue computed without
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Fig. 3. Plots examining the accuracy of eigenvalues computed with and without direct balancing for the
qh768 matrix.
Fig. 4. Plots examining the accuracy of eigenvalues computed with and without direct balancing for the
tolosa matrix.
balancing (the horizontal axis) plotted against the error of that same eigenvalue com-
puted with SPBALANCE as a preconditioner (the vertical axis). Crosses below the
dotted diagonal line represent eigenvalues calculated more accurately with balanc-
ing. The further a cross lies from the line, the greater the effect of balancing on
accuracy. The right hand graph plots the ratio of the actual relative error to the error
bound. Straight lines at 1 would mean the error bounds are exact; in practice this is
unlikely for reasons including errors in our “true” eigenvalues and poor condition
numbers. All graphs are plotted on a logarithmic scale. Also, the order of the eigen-
values may differ between plots since the eigenvalues in each plot are sorted to make
the graphs easy to read.
Fig. 3 plots results for the qh768 matrix. All but one of the crosses in the left-
hand graph are below the diagonal, showing balancing improves the relative accuracy
to which the eigenvalues are computed. Furthermore the right-hand graph shows
balancing improves the error bounds by 8 to 14 orders of magnitude.
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Fig. 4 shows balancing has an even greater effect on the tolosa matrix, improving
both the error bound and the accuracy. We note the tolosa matrix has several strongly
connected components of size 2, making SPBALANCE preferable to GEBAL.
For both the qh768 and tolosa matrices, balancing improves the accuracy of the
computed eigenvalues and the quality of the error bounds.
6.1.2. Krylov balancing algorithms
Because the Krylov algorithms are probabilistic, testing them is more difficult
than testing the direct algorithms. For these experiments we ran each Krylov algo-
rithm at least three times on each test matrix, then computed the eigenvalues of the
balanced matrix with the smallest Frobenius norm. The graphs in Figs. 5 and 6 plot
the same things as those in Figs. 3 and 4, only using the Krylov balancing algorithms.
The default values are 5 iterations and a cutoff of 10−8.
The graphs in Fig. 5, using the qh768 matrix, show KRYLOVATZ and
KRYLOVCUTOFF improve the error bounds. More importantly, with
KRYLOVCUTOFF almost all the eigenvalues are computed more accurately than
without any balancing. The KRYLOVAZ algorithm did not do well on the qh768
matrix in these single precision tests. However, in double precision KRYLOVAZ did
reduce the norm of qh768 (see Table 5).
In Fig. 6, we see balancing the tolosa matrix using KRYLOVCUTOFF leads to more
accurate calculation of almost all the eigenvalues. The effect of Krylov balancing on
error bounds is unpredictable.
Clearly the Krylov algorithms can improve the accuracy of computed eigen-
values for some matrices. As expected, KRYLOVAZ does not perform as well as
KRYLOVATZ and KRYLOVCUTOFF. Balancing means setting row and column norms
equal to one another; without taking matrix–transpose–vector multiplications,
KRYLOVAZ has little information about column norms. We also note that no per-
mutation step is possible since the matrices are not accessed directly.
Fig. 5. Plots examining the accuracy of eigenvalues computed with the different Krylov-based balancing
algorithms for the qh768 matrix.
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Fig. 6. Plots examining the accuracy of eigenvalues computed with the different Krylov-based balancing
algorithms for the tolosa matrix.
6.2. Balancing and sparse eigensolvers
The previous section looked at the accuracy of eigenvalues computed by GEEVX
with Krylov balancing as a preconditioner. In practice, if a sparse matrix is given
explicitly and one is willing to run an O.n3/ dense eigensolver, SPBALANCE is prob-
ably a better choice of balancing algorithm. A potentially more practical use of the
Krylov algorithms is as preconditioners for sparse eigensolvers which access the
matrix only through matrix–vector multiplications.
In this section, we compare the accuracy of eigenvalues computed using a sparse
eigensolver with and without Krylov-based balancing. All computations were done
in double precision so that we could use the EIGS function in MATLAB. The EIGS
function has a number of user-specified parameters. We specify that the largest 10
and the smallest 10 eigenvalues in magnitude should be computed, and use the de-
fault values for all other parameters. For the Krylov algorithms we use the default of
5 iterations and a cutoff value of 10−8.
Figs. 7 and 8 plot the relative accuracy of the 10 largest and smallest eigenvalues
when calculated without balancing, with each of the three varieties of Krylov bal-
ancing, and with SPBALANCE. In each plot the eigenvalues were sorted to make the
graphs easier to read. Of the two solid black lines, the upper is typically the result
without balancing and the lower is with SPBALANCE.
In Fig. 7, with the qh768 matrix, we see little difference between algorithms for
the smallest eigenvalues, though KRYLOVATZ seems to do best. On the largest ei-
genvalues KRYLOVCUTOFF does almost as well as SPBALANCE, with KRYLOVAZ
and KRYLOVATZ improving slightly on the results with no balancing.
In Fig. 8, with the tolosa matrix, all three Krylov balancing algorithms do signif-
icantly better than the case without balancing on the large eigenvalues. On the small
eigenvalues KRYLOVAZ does poorly and KRYLOVCUTOFF does well; however the
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Fig. 7. Plots comparing the relative accuracy of the largest and smallest (in magnitude) eigenvalues com-
puted with the different Krylov-based balancing algorithms for the qh768 matrix.
Fig. 8. Plots comparing the relative accuracy of the largest and smallest (in magnitude) eigenvalues com-
puted with the different Krylov-based balancing algorithms for the tolosa matrix.
difference between balancing with SPBALANCE, balancing with KRYLOVATZ, and
not balancing is at most about 2 digits.
These graphs show that on some matrices using a Krylov-based balancing algo-
rithm as a preconditioner for a sparse eigensolver is good. Unfortunately, the magni-
tude of the potential gain in accuracy on specific eigenvalues is difficult to predict.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we described several algorithms for balancing sparse matrices.
We described SPBALANCE, a sparse implementation of a direct algorithm which
finds the strongly connected components of a matrix and balances each component
separately. SPBALANCE runs in time O.nC nnz/, an improvement over the O.n2/
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time required by the dense algorithm. Timing results show SPBALANCE is signifi-
cantly faster than the standard dense algorithm on matrices with densities less than
or equal to approximately :5.
We also described and implemented a set of new probabilistic balancing algo-
rithms which use only matrix–vector and matrix–transpose–vector multiplications to
access the matrix. These Krylov algorithms are expected to be useful when a matrix
is not available explicitly, as a preconditioner for sparse eigensolvers such as EIGS
in MATLAB.
Of the three Krylov algorithms, KRYLOVAZ uses only matrix–vector multiplica-
tions, while KRYLOVATZ and KRYLOVCUTOFF use both matrix–vector and matrix–
transpose–vector multiplications. We explain why KRYLOVAZ and KRYLOVATZ
should help reduce the norm of the matrix, using ideas both from Perron–Frobenius
theory and the direct iterative method. The addition of a cutoff value to KRYLOVATZ
gives us our ultimate algorithm, KRYLOVCUTOFF. With the right cutoff,
KRYLOVCUTOFF reduced the norm of all the matrices in our test suite to within
a factor of 2 of the norm of the matrix after balancing using SPBALANCE. With
defaults of 5 iterations and 10−8 for the cutoff, KRYLOVCUTOFF reduced the norm
of all the matrices to within an order of magnitude of the norm with SPBALANCE,
and typically reduced the norm to within a factor of 2:5.
Since we are interested in balancing as a preconditioner for eigensolvers, we
tested how our algorithms affect the accuracy of eigenvalues computed both by
dense and sparse eigensolvers. The direct balancing algorithms consistently reduced
the norms of matrices and the condition numbers of eigenvalues, leading to more
accurate eigenvalues and better error bounds. Though the Krylov algorithms were
harder to test, the experiments we ran showed that they could be useful precondition-
ers, though the exact nature of the improvement on different matrices is difficult to
predict.
This paper raises many questions including:
 Why does adding a cutoff value lead to the much better performance of
KRYLOVCUTOFF on some matrices? Why does adding a cutoff value not seem
to help for random sparse matrices?
 Can we determine the best cutoff value for a given matrix without using trial and
error?
 Is there a way to predict the benefits in eigenvalue accuracy of the Krylov algo-
rithms on different matrices?
Finally, the code for SPBALANCE and the three Krylov-based algorithms is avail-
able at: http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/ tzuyi/Balancing.
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